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365 Quilt Blocks A Year Perpetual Calendar That Patchwork Place
Wrap yourself in cozy comfort with these elegant fashion accessories all have something special in common-a great fit!
Nineteen gorgeous projects range from simple shapes that beginners will appreciate to stitch patterns and techniques
that advanced knitters will love. Choose from 19 glamorous wraps, such as Interlocking Diamonds Scarf, Textured
Squares Mohair Shawl, Cabled Stole, and Lavender Linen Lace Scarf. Learn several new knitting concepts as you knitstart with simpler projects, and then move on to more advanced projects to perfect your skills. Find charts and written
stitch patterns, basic knitting techniques, and an informative reference section.
Create the enormously popular look and luxurious feel of chenille in just five fun steps. Expanding on her first book, the
best-selling Variations in Chenille, Nannette Holmberg introduces several new "Faux Chenille" techniques, such as
incorporating ribbons, trims, and appliques to create one-of-a-kind chenille fabrics. Learn to make raw fabric edges
"bloom" into soft, beautiful fabric. Discover a magical world of color and texture. -These gorgeous, sophisticated fabric furnishings will infuse even the dullest room with warmth, comfort, and style! Using
the simplest techniques, such as straight-line sewing, gluing, stapling, painting, and beading, anyone looking to update
their decor can dress up a window, create a cozy corner, and soften hard lines for a look of casual elegance. -- Twenty
versatile projects range from simple accents that take just a few hours to ornate accessories for special occasions -Designs feature a variety of shapes and styles and include pillows, table linens, slipcovers, duvet covers, shams, and
lampshade covers -- Special decorating tips touch on both bold statements and the finer details, such as using decorative
tassels for a polished finishing touch
Perk up a porch, patio, or garden bed with 18 easy-to-make garden art projects that employ simple techniques such as
decorative painting, wire bending, or metalwork. Most projects take only a few hours to complete
Let your computer dress up your decor!
Combine traditional blocks with fun, colorful prints to create quick quilts for baby! Bestselling author Ursula Reikes is back
with an all-new collection of bright, cheerful quilt patterns that are so simple, even beginners can stitch up a quilt top in a
weekend or less--no previous quilting experience required! Includes: Step-by-step directions for 20 cuddly baby quilts,
each ideal for quilters with little time to spare Two colorways featured for each pattern, including soft pastels and bold,
bright fabrics, so you can be confident about color before making the first cut Rotary cutting guidelines, speedy piecing
techniques, and complete finishing instructions for each project
Ten delightful keepsake wall quilts illustrate the family tree using fast fusible applique. Quilters can easily personalize
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projects by adding names and dates with embroidery or fabric pens.
A sweater showcase presents a variety of stitch patterns, with projects for each technique, and highlights more than thirty different yarns,
along with tips on substituting and combining yarns to make unique and beautiful sweaters. Original.
Learn about the tools, supplies, and techniques you need to create simple patchwork quilts. Eight small projects are provided to help you
practice your new hand-or machine-stitching skills.
Pair beautiful blocks with whimsical themes and what to you get? Delightful quilts that dazzle! Each quilt uses just two block patterns; when
set together, intricate designs magically appear.
Jump into computer crafting with this step-by-step guide. Includes a special system to make it easy to create heirlooms for gift giving, decor,
and more. Includes images on the CD-ROM.
A warm, welcoming kitchen is just a few stitches and paint strokes away with these simple, stylish accessories. From quick place mats and
napkins to painted furniture, chenille rugs, curtains, and even a painted picnic basket, these projects will turn any common kitchen into a
creative, comfortable living space. -- Features over 30 sewing and craft projects especially for the kitchen that are beautiful, practical, and
easy -- Includes four distinct project collections: Vintage, Koffee Klatch, Antique Fruit, and Folk Art Rooster -- Covers basic painting and
sewing, with clearly illustrated directions provided for each project
Discover how to stitch up 13 scenic watercolor-style quilts in a snap; sew 80% fewer seams than a traditional watercolor quilt requires; align
seams perfectly without expert rotary-cutting skills (the interfacing forgives inaccurae cutting!).
De zomer op Elm Creek Quilt kamp loopt weer op zijn einde en Bonnie ziet op tegen de eenzame winter nu haar quiltwinkel is gesloten en
met een scheiding in het vooruitzicht. De onverwachte uitnodiging van Claire om haar op Hawaï te komen helpen bij het opzetten van een
quiltkamp komt precies op het goede moment. Al snel raakt Bonnie verzeild in vele avonturen.Maar dan besluit haar overspelige echtgenoot
dat hij zijn aandeel in Elm Creek Quilts terug wil en brengt zo haar financiën en dierbaarste vriendschappen in gevaar. Gelukkig maakt ze ook
nieuwe vrienden, zoals Hinano Paoa, de eigenaar van de plaatselijke muziekwinkel. Door hem leert Bonnie de tradities en cultuur van Hawaï
kennen en ontdekt ze totaal onverwacht opnieuw de liefde.

365 quilt block desings with machine quilting rulers. Well known machine quilter, author and teacher Natalia Bonner has created
365 unique quilt block designs. Each design is quilted on a 6" square, circle or triangle. Each block design has a unique QR code
that links to a machine quilting video, where Natalia will walk you step-by-step through the process of machine quilting the
block.Natalia uses her popular machine quilting rulers; 4-N-1, Inside Out, Trailer, Mini 4-N-1 and Mini Inside Out
Make Christmas come alive in these festive quilts! Bestselling author Mary Hickey shares her signature style in designs that will
instantly fill your home with the holiday spirit. Find a world of Christmas joy in pieced and appliqued delights featuring angels,
snowmen, and sparkling stars Choose from 14 projects in various sizes, including lap quilts, table runners, and a unique banner
Find bright colors mixed with traditional designs, all sure to be cherished each time the calendar turns to the holidays
365 Quilt Blocks a YearPerpetual CalendarMartingale & Company Incorporated
Presents a collection of primitive-style motifs and folk-art designs for sixteen seasonal quilting projects that feature pierced letters,
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quick appliqué, and other simple embellishments and emphasize the use of interesting fabrics and such themes as flags, baskets,
flowers, and more. Original.
Some people are lucky enough to own beautiful heirloom quilts that were passed down through the family. The rest of us have to
be content with making those eye-popping quilts ourselves! Now we can, with this fantastic collection of nine authentic 1930s
patterns made using reproduction fabric. The projects feature a range of skill levels and techniques and are ideal for showcasing
your talent and your fabric collection.
Stitch a block each day of the year and you'll have hours of fun all year long. You'll love creating these 365 blocks to make bed
quilts, samplers, tote bags, pillows and more. Join the block-a-day quilters! Book jacket.
Capture nature's beauty, light, and luminosity in your quilts! Discover how to create an Impressionistic masterpiece from 2"
squares of floral fabrics.

Never again will crafters be short on inspiration for making special times memorable! Find fun ideas for creating
invitations, favors, and decorations for a multitude of events.
Features 365 quilt-block patterns for piecing with a handy index Provides color illustration, lettered line drawing, and
cutting instructions Includes a variety of block sizes from one day to the next; each day?s block pattern is shown in one
size
Sew circles around your quilting friends with six classic projects that simplify complex-looking circular designs, such as
Dresden Plate and Mariner's Compass. Choose from four quilts, plus a pillow and table runner.
Wake up each morning to a bright new hexagon! You'll enjoy creating quilts and other projects with this popular and
versatile shape. Discover the possibilities of English paper piecing as you create dynamic shapes and unique designs
year after year with this perpetual calendar. Choose from 365 vibrant 6" hexagon blocks, plus an extra block for leap year
Each hexagon includes a clearly illustrated pattern for successful fabric cutting and construction, plus a full-sized
template Sturdy spiral binding will keep each easy-to-turn page of the calendar intact for years of enjoyment
This collection includes instructions for making 20 stylish, handcrafted items that make perfect gifts for friends and family.
Most take just a couple of hours to complete!
Stitch eight dazzling Bargello projects with these easy techniques! Color photos of 23 quilts will inspire quilters to look at
their fabriccollections in new ways.
This outstanding collection of traditional block patterns -- one for every day of the year -- includes rotary-cutting
directions, full-color illustrations, and a cutting key for each design.
Take a fresh, fun look at plaid quilts! Based on best-loved blocks, these plaid-packed projects range in style from classic to country. Book
jacket.
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It's quiltmaking made as simple as paint-by-numbers! With a new method called Foundation Piecing, you just follow a numerical sequence to
stitch fabric onto a foundation. Even the smallest pieces meet precisely, quickly, and accurately. With 365 projects, you could make one every
day of the year. They're organized month-by-month, so you could make a patriotic quilt with the July blocks; a Thanksgiving quilt in
November; a Christmas quilt with the December blocks; or pretty floral quilts with each month's flowers. (There are also some whimsical
celebrations such as the yellow submarine that marks the day the Beatles came to America.) Photos of quilts made with blocks for each
month accompany the complete instructions for the entire foundation piecing process.
Adorn a basic basket with readily available materials and--voila--it is quickly transformed into a beautiful keepsake gift! Even beginning
crafters can get creative with this fun collection of 20 basket-decorating ideas.
Provides projects and designs for decorating picture frames with fabric, paint, beads and other objects.
Brimming with exciting projects--50 in all--this collection provides extraordinary value. Choose from decorative crib quilts, lap quilts, and bedsized quilts in a variety of fabric combinations. Create everything from two-fabric designs to scrappy multiple-fabric quilts. Featuring traditional
patchwork and fast cutting and piecing techniques, these quilts have broad appeal--as one would expect from such a well-loved designer!
Why hide fabric edges on the inside of quilts when you can showcase them on the outside? Using "seams out" patchwork and raw-edge
appliqué, these quilts burst at the seams with incredible texture. Plus, they become softer and cuddlier with every wash! Ten "have-to-touch!"
projects give an entirely new richness and dimension to traditional quilts. Easy techniques include clipping edges for fuzzy trims and stitching
appliqués to a wholecloth background-a quick wash and dry is all it takes to make them fray. With choices ranging from a masculine throw to
a snuggly baby quilt, every quilter will find a "seams-out" quilt they can't wait to create.
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